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Terms & Conditions

1. First 10 people to complete all 10 bars - with the final beer stop 
being Mikkeller Singapore - will receive one FREE Mikkeller beer, as 
well as a Mikkeller goodie bag comprising of one Mikkeller Singapore 
t-shirt*, one Mikkeller glass, one Final Gravity sweater*, and an 
artwork.   

2. First 10 people to complete 6 bars - with the final beer stop being 
Mikkeller Singapore - will receive one FREE Mikkeller beer, as well as 
a one Mikkeller Singapore t-shirt* and one Mikkeller glass.

3. Bar crawl stamps are applicable only to beers on draft (regardless 
of half or full pint) at participating beer bars.

4. Complimentary beer and merchandise can only be redeemed at 
Mikkeller Singapore between 28 January to 31 January 2021.

*Size of selected sweater and t-shirt while stocks last  

Copenhagen-based craft beer brand Mikkeller 
returns to Singapore in partnership with SST Trading 
Co. In celebration of our little red dot re-entering the 
Mikkeller universe, we’re running an islandwide craft 
beer bar crawl, with beers and merchandise up for 
grabs upon completion!

@mikkellersingapore @ssttradingco
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A new kid on the KAP block, Yeast 
Side has 12 craft beers on tap to 
wash down sourdough bread and 
hand stretched pizzas.
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A new craft brewery rooted in 
Singapore’s rich hawker culture, 
Ren Min offers 12 rotating taps and 
a fridge full of packaged brews.
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Malt offers 12 rotating craft beers on 
tap and will also be celebrating their 
first year anniversary this weekend!
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The first craft beer joint in 
Singapore’s West, expect 8 taps and 
over 40 bottled craft beers, ciders, 
and organic sodas.
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This Duxton Hill bar serves up 
Japanese-Singaporean fusion food 
alongside 10 craft beers on tap.

Orh Gao Taproom offers an 
extensive menu of craft beers on 
taps and all-time local favourites. 
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Almost Famous injects a futuristic 
flair to its historic home with 
minimalist aesthetics and simple yet 
tasty bar grub.

IG: @almostfamous.sg
Add: 30 Victoria Street, CHIJMES 
Singapore 187996
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IG: @americantaproomsg
Add: 261 Waterloo Street, #01-23, 
Singapore 180261

Singapore's largest selection of 32 
craft beers on tap with certified 
Cicerones to curate the most 
authentic beer experience.
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After a brief hiatus, Mikkeller returns to Singapore in the form 
of a hawker centre pop-up in Chinatown with 10 rotating 
taps, where it finds excellent company in the country’s 
hawker culture and historical heritage.

IG: @mikkellersingapore
Add: 335 Smith St, #02-062, Chinatown Complex Food 
Centre, Singapore 050335

IG: @orhgaotaproom
Add: 10 Jln Serene, #01-03, Serene 
Centre, Singapore 258748

IG: @maltcraftbeerbar
Add: 302 Beach Road, #01-07, 
Concourse Skyline, Singapore 199600

IG: @renmin.sg
Add: 1 Kadayanallur Street, #01-33, 
Maxwell Food Centre, Singapore 069184
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Hailing from Ho Chi Minh in Vietnam, 
Heart of Darkness has 25 taps, beer 
cocktails, and hearty nosh.

IG: @heartofdarkness_sg
Add: 1 Keong Saik Road, Singapore 
089109

IG: @sg_sixteenounces
Add: 398 Upper Bukit Timah Rd, The Rail 
Mall, Singapore 678049

IG: @sg.taps
Add: 13 Duxton Hill, #01-01, Singapore 
089597

IG: @yeastside.sg
Add: 9 King Albert Park, #01-09, 
Singapore 598332


